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carpet, and, as they talked, the sun moved to her shoulder,
her throat, her breast and side, enveloping her save where
Lewis's shadow was spread. Half serious, half mocking,
she discussed his supposed story with him, which by now
had become her story, and though she was so close to him
and seemed to enjoy his company, he could not but
observe how remote was her habit of mind from his own.
He saw the seventeenth century from the point of view of
the English middle-class; his purpose was to see it whole,
and, correcting his prejudices when he was aware of them,
to form a balanced judgement of it. She, too, would balance
judgement in her mind, but could not in her heart. She
would admit the King's unreason; Cromwell, of course,
had right on his side; but still, when intellectually she had
given Cromwell his due, he remained for her an intruder
into a drawing-room, a foreign element that had thrust
itself into the continuing reality of life. She spoke of the
Great Rebellion as if it were a storm that had blown open
the drawing-room window and wrought havoc before it
could be shut out again—a natural and inevitable storm,
perhaps, and one that had had the merit of clearing the air,
but a storm that in the course of Nature was bound to
exhaust itself, a rough, exceptional phenomenon. Reality
to her was the social life of privilege. Her view was not
narrow or arrogant; she was trained in sympathy with those
whose lives lay outside her own; she admired artists, poets,
philosophers, and said that she often wished that she had
been brought up to a profession, but when with genuine
feeling she had discussed Vaughan's poetry, she asked at
once whether he was related to the Vaughan who was at
Agincourt, and after they had been speaking of Comus she
wondered on what terms of intimacy Milton had been
with the Egertons. And why not? Lewis asked himself. It
was delightful to try to imagine the performance of the
Masque at Ludlow; it was reasonable to inquire into the
conditions of Vaughan's life and into his heredity.
"But why are you laughing?" Julie said.
"You live in a salon" he answered, "and on the lawns
outside a great country house. Sometimes you drive in

